Long Term Project Plan: Summer Term 2018 – Foxcubs Class—Mrs Anna Fay

What can I do now that I couldn’t do when I was a baby?

Can we
guess who
the baby

How do we keep fit
and healthy?

What do I look
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LAUNCH
Children bring in a photo
of themselves as a baby.
They help to set up a display where their names
are put under the picture, but hidden. Who is
it? How can you tell? Colour of hair, eyes, etc.
The year 1’s will be making a poster about the
things they could do
when they were a baby
and the things they can
do now.

Bathing a baby.
Watch as a baby is
bathed—why can’t
they wash themselves? Do you have
a bath like that.
Think about how
small the baby is
compared to us—
have you got a little
brother or sister?

We will be counting objects and
actions— eg. How many claps
can you hear? Can you jump 5
times? We will be learning how
to recognise numbers and talk
about them.
Year 1’s will build on their
maths knowledge from last year
and begin working with larger
numbers.

Look in the mirror—what colour
hair do you have? What colour
eyes? What shape is your face?
Draw a self portrait.
Who is in your family? Who is
important to you? Do the people
in your family look like you?

Phonics
Tricky words to learn

Maths

Self portraits and family portraits.

the to I no go into you
they all are my her

We will be learning phase 2
phonics from the letters and
sounds programme during our
daily phonics lessons.
The year 1’s will be revisiting
phase 3 phonics and moving on
to phase 5.
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How do we keep ourselves fit and healthy?
Make up a wake and
shake routine—discuss
what makes this healthy
(out of breath, heart
beating faster. Foxcubs
will make up a routine to
their favourite song and
lead a wake and shake
session during assembly.

Literacy—the books we will be
reading.
We will be looking at a range of
books by Antony Browne. He
writes many books about families. We will be looking at the
illustrations he does which are
beautiful and very realistic.

Foxcubs Art Gallery
Foxcubs will set up an
art gallery of their
self portraits and
portraits of their
family in the hall. We
will invite parents in
to see our paintings.
We will look at famous
portrait artists for
our inspiration.
Role Play

Café and baby clinic. The children
can pretend to be nurses and
health visitors and will weigh and
measure the babies in the clinic.

PE
We will have 2 sessions of
PE a week, Tuesday and
Friday.

PSHE and SRE—caring for ourselves and others. Being kind. Thinking about the consequences of our
actions. Keeping healthy in mind and body. Understanding how each family is different.

